POSITION: Environment Designers
LOCATION: Los Angeles / US - Remote
CONTRACT: FT Staff / Permanent
CONTACT: maryanna[@]rachellelewis.com
RLT is seeking Environmental Designers for an Award-Winning animation studio in Los Angeles. This studio
is working on a very high-profile IP / CG Animated TV Series (preschool). This is a huge heritage franchise and
will be a show you want on your resume - a really good career move.
JOB SUMMARY:
Environment designers visually explore and collaborate in the creation of animated worlds and their interior
logic through the depiction of design ideas, dramatic story moments, mood and tonal pieces, and prop and
vehicle designs. Artists also prepare technical designs for downstream departments including technical
orthographic drawings, breakdowns, and full render texture reference to inform the art direction of
downstream departments.
Our client is looking for Environment Designers who have a rich imagination, a sense of whimsy and appeal,
stylistic versatility, and masterful drawing and painting skills. Expertise in design, perspective, color,
architectural and organic forms, and a general knowledge of the CG process are also key skills in breathing life
into the projects’ worlds. The ability to work both traditionally and in digital media including 3d is appreciated.
Our client welcomes artists who will bring fresh and unexpected viewpoints to the company’s filmmaking and
team. They encourage and embrace original thinking and passion.
REQUIREMENTS:
● Design and paint inspiring worlds and moments based on a director’s vision. Execute detailed technical
drawings to expedite collaboration with other departments in the pipeline. Know your research and
inspire through your art.
● Collaborate with and address notes from a Supervising Artist in completion of all assignments
● Attend and contribute to Art Department Meetings
● Proficiency in Photoshop
● At least 2-3 years of studio professional experience preferred
● Bachelor’s degree or equivalent experience
● Portfolios Should Include: Paintings and environment designs that demonstrate stylistic versatility and a
strong understanding of specificity, storytelling, observation, mood, clarity, staging, color, perspective,
and appeal.
● Drawings of narrative moments, character and environment interactions encouraged
● Observational sketches and studies

If you’re interested in talking more about this opportunity, please email us and include your resume.
If you fit the criteria, the next step would be setting up a phone call where we can give you the full download
after signing the NDA (client request).
Thank you - www.rachellelewis.com
Contact: maryanna[@]rachellelewis.com
RLT is an employer-paid talent acquisition company; there is never a fee to candidates.

